Hill End Accommodation Information

Hill End has a variety of accommodation some with showers and toilets inside and some with facilities in
separate buildings. There is tent camping plus a mixture of dorm accommodation and smaller shared
rooms. The majority of the buildings are wooden or prefabricated and are usually used by school groups
on residential trips, so facilities are fairly basic - narrow single beds with one bedsheet and one pillow
provided. You will need to bring your own sleeping bag and pillowcase plus towels.
If you require disabled facilities then please choose price band C and indicate this on the booking form.

Price Band A – Camping (tents only)
There is a large camping field at the bottom of the Hill End site and quite near to the car park. The field is
suitable for tent camping only, sorry no campervans or caravans. The field has a toilet and shower block
close by plus outside sinks. There will be tea and coffee making facilities around the conference site and
access to indoor seating areas for relaxing and chatting.

Camping field – bring your own tent

Camping shower, toilet and sink blocks

Price Band B - Basic Dorm - this accommodation block is a few minutes’ walk up hill.
High Dorm has 2 dorms with up 20 beds in each plus 2 smaller rooms. There are toilets and washrooms in
a separate block, but no showers. There is a shower block near the camping field at the bottom of the Hill
End site.
Whilst this is the most basic dorm it is, however, set amidst idyllic fields and wildlife at the top of the site
giving amazing views!

High Dorm

Price Band C - Dorm – one dorm block is positioned on the flat and the other accommodation
blocks are a short walk up hill
Please note: other than those needing disabled facilities, in band C you cannot choose which
dorm block to have, rooms will be allocated randomly
Middle Dorm has 4 dorm rooms with up to 13 beds in each plus 2 smaller rooms. The toilets and showers
are in a separate block. Next to Middle dorm is The Four Winds, which offers a kitchen for preparing
drinks and a social area for chilling out. It also has outside seating.

Middle Dorm

Four Winds
North Dorm has smaller rooms with up to 8 beds in each one, including some bunk beds. There are
showers and toilets in the block. It also has a kitchen for preparing drinks, and a seating area for relaxing.

North dorm
Robinson Dorm is located at the bottom of the site, on the flat and nearest to the car park. It offers
convenient disabled access with a step free entrance and a disabled toilet and shower. There are toilets in
this block but no showers other than the disabled one. There is a shower block a couple of minutes away
near the camping field. A near by building has facilities for preparing drinks.

Robinson

The toilet and shower block near the camping field.

